
A Cyle Based Optimization Modelfor the Cyli Railway Timetabling ProblemLeon Peeters1;2 and Leo Kroon11 Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam Shool of Management, PO Box1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, The Netherlands2 l.peeters�fbk.eur.nl.Abstrat. The paper presents an optimization model for yli railway timetablingthat extends the feasibility model by Shrijver and Steenbeek (1994). We use amixed integer non-linear programming formulation for the problem, where the in-teger variables orrespond to yles in the graph indued by the onstraints. Obje-tive funtions are proposed for minimizing passengers' travel time, maximizing therobustness of the timetable, and minimizing the number of trains needed to operatethe timetable. We show how to approximate the non-linear part of the formulation,thereby transforming it into a mixed integer linear programming problem. Further-more, we desribe preproessing proedures that onsiderably redue the size of theproblem instanes. The usefulness and pratial appliability of the formulation andthe objetive funtions is illustrated by several variants of an instane representingthe Duth interity train network.1 IntrodutionThe demand for railway transportation in Europe has been inreasing rapidlyduring the past few years, partly inuened by the ongoing e�orts of Eu-ropean governments to persuade people to use publi transportation. Be-ause of the resulting inrease in railway traÆ, the proess of onstrutingrailway timetables is beoming more and more omplex. At the same time,the introdution of ompetition on the European railroads has pushed themanagement of railway ompanies to onsider various methods for improv-ing their business planning proesses, one important planning proess beingthe onstrution of timetables. Therefore railway ompanies are interestedin methods for generating several timetables, preferably of high quality, in areasonable amount of time, so as to be able to evaluate several alternativesfor their future timetables.These developments have led to an inreasing interest in the problemof onstruting yli railway timetables, as operated in several Europeanountries. In suh a yli timetable, train onnetions are operated on aregular basis, e.g., a train for a ertain destination will leave every hour at 5minutes past the hour. Reently, several authors have published work on thisproblem, with a �rst suessful attempt by Shrijver and Steenbeek (1994),who studied the problem of onstruting a feasible timetable, and more reent



2 Leon Peeters, Leo Kroonpubliations by Nahtigall (1999), Goverde (1999), and Lindner (2000) on theoptimization of yli railway timetables. These authors all use models thatare based on the Periodi Event Sheduling Problem (PESP) introdued bySera�ni and Ukovih (1989).This paper proposes some new objetive funtions that an be used withinthe above desribed models. These objetive funtions aim at minimizing thepassengers' travel time, onstruting a robust timetable, and minimizing thenumber of train ompositions to operate a timetable. Also, any ombinationof these objetives is possible, with a possible weight fator.A yli railway timetabling problem an be represented by a so-alledonstraint graph. At the ore of the mixed integer linear program desribingthe yli railway timetabling problem lies a basis of the yle spae of thisonstraint graph. In this paper, we also show the onsiderable impat thatthe hoie for a ertain type of yle basis has on the omputation times.1.1 Pratial bakgroundDuring the past deade, the Netherlands' largest passenger railway operatorNS Travelers and the Duth railway apaity manager Railned have beenputting a lot of e�ort into the development of the automati timetablingsystem DONS (short for Designer Of Network Shedules). One of the in-telligent modules of DONS, alled CADANS, was developed by Shrijverand Steenbeek (1994) to assist timetable planners in generating a tentativetimetable based on onstraints dedued from the rough layout of the railwaynetwork, the train line system, safety regulations, and quality requirements.The timetable onstruted by CADANS is yli with a yle length of onehour.The DONS system has been in use at NS Travelers and Railned for someyears now, and CADANS generally performs well, both from a mathematialpoint of view and in the view of the planners that use it on a daily ba-sis. However, the operational use has also indiated some problems. Firstly,CADANS is an algorithm based on onstraint satisfation, that searhesfor some timetable that satis�es all requirements. After �nding a feasibletimetable, provided that one exists, the algorithm terminates without giv-ing information on the quality of the returned timetable, or on what othertimetables may exist that also satisfy the requirements. Although it is pos-sible to loally optimize the obtained timetable, suh a loal optimizationignores many other, possibly better, timetables. Seondly, when no feasibletimetable exists, a minimal set of mutually oniting onstraints is returned,but pratial experienes have shown that this information does not om-pletely answer the planners' requirements. In this ase, one would ideally liketo reeive information on how the spei�ed requirements should be adjusted.A solution to these two problems is o�ered by using an optimization ap-proah, rather then just searhing for a feasible timetable. Suh an optimiza-tion approah enables one (i) to searh for a timetable that is optimal with



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 3respet to the de�ned objetive funtion, and (ii) to gain insight into theneessary hanges to an infeasible instane, by allowing a penalized violationof the onstraints or some subset of them.1.2 Outline of the paperThe remainder of the paper is outlined as follows. The next setion givesan overview of the literature on related railway timetabling problems. Se-tion 3 presents the optimization extension to the existing railway timetablingmodel, resulting in a mixed integer program. In Setion 4 we propose somepreproessing proedures to redue the size of instanes, and thus the numberof integer variables. The presented methods were tested on several variants ofthe Duth interity train network, the results of whih are disussed in Se-tion 5. The �nal setion ontains the onlusions and some ideas for furtherresearh.2 Literature ReviewSeveral researhers have studied problems in the �eld of railway timetablingor railway sheduling. Here, we only give an overview of the literature thatis related to our researh: network based yli railway timetabling for thetypes of railway networks that one �nds in several European ountries, i.e.generally one trak for eah diretion of traÆ, and high frequeny traÆthat is inter-related by many onnetions.The model that lies at the basis of the yli railway timetabling modelwas developed by Sera�ni and Ukovih (1989). Their paper desribes the Pe-riodi Event Sheduling Problem (PESP), that onsiders the sheduling of aset of periodially reurring events under periodi time window restritionson pairs of these events. An objetive funtion was not taken into aount;their main interest was in �nding feasible periodi shedules. They provedthat the general PESP is NP-omplete, and proposed a Branh&Bound pro-edure for �nding feasible solutions. They also presented some appliationsin job shop sheduling, transportation sheduling and traÆ light sheduling.Hassin (1996) desribes an optimization model for the Network Synhroniza-tion Problem (NSP), a mathematial model that provides an optimizationformulation for PESP, but does not take into aount onstraints as hardrules. Instead, forbidden time window values are highly penalized.Shrijver and Steenbeek (1994) solve a PESP formulation for the Duthrailway timetabling problem with a onstraint propagation algorithm. Thebasis of this algorithm is enumeration: whenever an arrival or departure timehas been �xed, the onsequenes for all other times are propagated. More-over, some lever branhing and baktraking triks were invented to speedup the solution proess. Hurkens (1996) uses the same formulation to test a



4 Leon Peeters, Leo Kroonpolyhedral solution method. He onludes that the method works, but om-putation times inrease rapidly with the instane sizes. Odijk (1996, 1997)uses a utting plane algorithm to generate timetables. The objetive of hisresearh is to quikly generate a family of timetables, in order to evaluatepossible infrastruture lay-outs around and within stations. His results arepromising, but only for rather small problems, i.e. a station and a small net-work immediately surrounding it. Nahtigall (1999) studied optimization foryli railway timetabling, using as objetive minimal waiting times, minimaltravel times, and a multi-riteria optimization. He developed two lasses offaet de�ning inequalities for the problem, and uses these in a utting planemethod, whih is able to solve medium sized real life problems. We refer toNahtigall (1999) for a more detailed overview of yli railway timetablingproblems. The onstrution of minimum ost timetables was studied by Lind-ner (2000). His model ombines the assignment of train types and train unitsto train lines with the timetabling problem.3 The Cyli Railway Timetabling ProblemVery briey stated, the Cyli Railway Timetabling Problem (CRTP) onsistsof �nding yli arrival and departure times for all trains at their orrespond-ing relevant stations in a railway system, taking into aount aspets suh assafety, servie levels, onneting trains, operating eÆieny, et. In this paperwe will mainly fous on passenger train timetabling, although it is possibleto handle argo trains more or less in the same way.This setion gives a desription of a model for the CRTP. We start withan overview of the assumptions, and ontinue with a desription of the on-straints in our model. Next, a yle based formulation for these onstraintsis presented. Setion 3.4 desribes the objetive funtion, that may be non-linear. A method for linearizing the objetive funtion is proposed in Setion3.5. The �nal subsetion desribes a heuristi for �nding a good yle basis.3.1 AssumptionsSine the 1930's, a yli timetable for passenger trains has been in use inthe Netherlands. This means that trains leave (almost) every hour of theday at the same time from a ertain station for a ertain diretion (witha possible deviation of a few minutes). Beause of the yli harater ofthe passenger servie timetable, one usually also reserves yli time pathsfor argo trains; these are assigned to spei� trains at some later point intime. In order to onstrut a yli timetable, one only needs to onstrut ayli timetable for one hour, alled an hourly pattern. This hourly patternforms the basis for the atual timetable, where adjustments are made forrush hours, weekends, holidays, speial trains, et. For onstruting suh anhourly pattern, we assume the following information to be given:



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 5Infrastruture: We assume the infrastruture to onsist of nodes (stations,juntions, bridges, rossings et.) and traks that onnet these nodes.It is possible that there are multiple parallel traks between two nodes;in that ase, however, we assume that eah train has been assigned toone of these traks a priori. We do not onsider the infrastruture withinstations in detail.Train lines: The information on trains is given in the form of train lines. Atrain line is a diret train onnetion between an origin and a destinationstation that is operated with a ertain frequeny (number of trains peryle time). Furthermore, a train line has a ertain type (interity, in-terregional, loal, argo) that determines what intermediate stations thetrains of that line will serve. Finally, we are also given the �xed trip timesbetween every onseutive pair of nodes on the train line.Constraints: The timetable should satisfy three types of onstraints: safetyonstraints, marketing onstraints and trip time onstraints. The safetyonstraints are used to ensure that trains will not ollide, requiring thatthere should be a ertain time bu�er between possibly oniting trainmovements. Marketing onstraints are used to model any other require-ments that the timetable should have in order to either make it as at-trative as possible for passengers, or to be ost e�etive. With respetto the passenger-friendliness one should imagine transfer possibilities toonneting trains, �xed departure times for ertain trains, and synhro-nization of the departure times of trains heading for the same diretion.Regarding the ost-e�etiveness there are matters like short turning timesfor trains at destination stations, so as to use the rolling stok as eÆientlyas possible. The trip time onstraints, �nally, relate the departure andarrival times of a train at subsequent stations.3.2 The Basi ModelAs mentioned, we want to onstrut a yli pattern whih onsists of arrivaland departure times for every train at eah traversed node in the railwaynetwork. To model this, we introdue the onept of an event. An event isa ombination of (1) either an arrival or a departure, (2) a train, and (3) anode in the railway network. The set of events, denoted by N , an be derivedfrom the infrastruture and from the train line data. In order to onstrut atimetable, we then need to determine the time instant at whih eah eventtakes plae. These time instants should respet the onstraints that weredesribed in the previous setion, whih all turn out to be onstraints onpairs of events, as will be explained in more detail below. The set of pairs ofevents for whih we have a onstraint is denoted by A. The model uses thefollowing sets, deision variables, and parameters:



6 Leon Peeters, Leo KroonN the set of events that need to be sheduled.A � (N �N) the set of event-pairs for whih a onstraint exists.vi 2 f0; : : : ; T � 1g the integer time instant within period T at whihevent i 2 N takes plae.pij 2 Z the integer variable modeling the yli nature of theonstraint relating events i and j.T the yle time of the timetable, whih for our pur-poses will usually equal 60 minutes.[lij ; uij ℄ the time window relating the events i and j, meaningthat event j should take plae between lij and uijminutes after event j takes plae.All onstraints that were mentioned in the previous setion, safety on-straints, marketing onstraints, and trip time onstraints, an be representedby onstraints on pairs of events. Suh a onstraint on the event-pair (i; j) 2 Ais written in the following way:vj � vi 2 [lij ; uij ℄T : (1)This onstraint states that event j should take plae between lij and uijminutes after event i takes plae. The notation [:℄T means that the onstraintis yli with yle time T , i.e. eah onstraint should be taken modulo T .We assume that 0 � uij � lij < T , sine else the onstraint would have nomeaning in a yli setting with yle time T . Multiple onstraints may existfor the event pair (i; j), these will be ignored to keep the notation simple. Arepresentative set of example onstraints for the CRTP an be found in theappendix.We model the yli nature of the onstraints by the integer deisionvariable pij . The p-variables will be used to subtrat, when neessary, aninteger multiple of the yle time T from the time window [lij ; uij ℄. Thefeasible region for the railway timetabling problem an be desribed asV =8><>: v 2 Zn ������� vj � vi + Tpij 2 [lij ; uij ℄ 8(i; j) 2 A0 � vi � T � 1 8i 2 Np 2 Zm 9>=>; (2)where n is the number of events and m the number of onstraints.The onstraints of the timetabling problem an also be represented bya direted onstraint graph G = (N;A), with a node i for every event thatneeds to be sheduled, and an ar (i; j) whenever there exists a onstraintvj � vi 2 [lij ; uij ℄T . The ar (i; j) will be assoiated with the time window[lij ; uij ℄. Figure 1 shows an ar in the onstraint graph G.Theorem 1. If a onvex objetive funtion is used, the variables vi in (2)an be relaxed to real values.



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 7Proof If the integer variables pij are �xed, we are left with an integer pro-gram with time window onstraints on the v-variables only. The onstraintmatrix for this integer program is the node-ar inidene matrix for the on-straint graph G. This means that all verties of the polyhedron V are integral,and we an drop the requirement that v should be integer. �Sera�ni and Ukovih (1989), Odijk (1997) and Nahtigall (1999) showedthat the Periodi Event Sheduling Problem (PESP), whih onsiders theproblem of �nding a feasible solution to V , is NP-omplete.
j j[li , ui ]T

i jFig. 1. Ar (i; j) in the onstraint graph G3.3 A Cyle Based FormulationThe previous setion introdued yli onstraints involving an integer vari-able to mathematially model the CRTP. These onstraints prove to be verypowerful for learly expressing timetable requirements by relations betweenpairs of event times. For solving the problem, we shall however use a di�erentmodel. Instead of studying the feasible region (2), we shall use a formulationbased on yles in the onstraint graph G, as proposed by Nahtigall (1999)and Shrijver (1999).The variables vi, orresponding to the nodes in the graph G, are alsoknown as potentials, see e.g. Rokafellar (1984). Correspondingly, an ar vari-able xij = vj � vi is a so-alled tension. It is well-known that a vetor x is afeasible tension if and only if the oriented sum of tensions xij along any ylein the onstraint graph G equals zero. It is however suÆient to onsider abasis C of the yle spae. For a yle , let ij be 1 for forward ars, {1 forbakward ars, and 0 for ars that are not in the yle. Then x is a feasibletension if and only if X(i;j)2A ijxij = 0 8 2 C:Rewriting V in terms of tensions xij givesX =8>>><>>>:x 2 Rm ��������� P(i;j)2A ijxij = 0 8 2 Clij � xij + Tpij � uij 8(i; j) 2 Ap 2 Zm 9>>>=>>>; (3)



8 Leon Peeters, Leo KroonNote the strong relation between potentials vi and tensions xij . Given poten-tials vi, tensions are straightforwardly alulated. Conversely, given tensionsxij , a mathing set of potentials an be onstruted by �xing one of them,say v0 = 0, alulating all other potentials by the formula vj = vi + xij , andafterwards taking all potentials modulo T .Sine we are onsidering a yli problem with yle time T , there is nodi�erene between studying values x or values x + Tp. Therefore the aboveset an be formulated asX =8>>><>>>: x 2 Rm ��������� P(i;j)2A ijxij = TP(i;j)2A ijpij 8 2 Clij � xij � uij 8(i; j) 2 Ap 2 Zm 9>>>=>>>; (4)The �rst ondition in this expression states that the oriented sum of tensionsalong eah yle should equal a multiple of the yle time T . This an alsobe expressed using a new integer variable q for eah  2 C, givingX = 8>>><>>>:x 2 Rm ��������� P(i;j)2A ijxij = Tq 8 2 Clij � xij � uij 8(i; j) 2 Aq 2 Zm�n+1 9>>>=>>>; (5)wherem�n+1 is the number of yles in a yle basis. Note that a yle basismay be onstruted by starting with a spanning tree of G, and iterativelyreating a yle by adding one of the m� (n� 1) non-tree ars.Finally, we an obtain bounds on the q-variables by substituting thebounds on the x-variables. This givesX(i;j):ij=1 lij � X(i;j):ij=�1uij � Tq � X(i;j):ij=1uij � X(i;j):ij=�1 lij : (6)Beause of the integrality of q, we an divide by T and round, whih yieldsthe following bounds l � q � ul = 2666 1T 0� X(i;j):ij=1 lij � X(i;j):ij=�1uij1A3777 (7a)u = 6664 1T 0� X(i;j):ij=1uij � X(i;j):ij=�1 lij1A7775 (7b)



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 9Putting all the above together, the feasible region of the CRTP is desribedby X = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:x 2 Rm
������������
P(i;j)2A ijxij = Tq 8 2 Clij � xij � uij 8(i; j) 2 Al � q � u 8 2 Cq 2 Zm�n+1

9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; (8)The model based on the feasible region X turns out to solve muh fasterthan the model based on V . The remainder of the paper fouses on themodel desribed by (8). For experienes with the original model, we refer toan earlier paper (Peeters, 1999).3.4 Objetive FuntionsClearly, railway ompanies are interested in a high quality timetable. Severalaspets an inuene the quality of a timetable. One ould think of passengersatisfation (e.g. the available time to transfer between trains), operatingeÆieny (e.g. running trains at the highest possible speeds so that travelingtimes are minimal and the rolling stok usage is maximal), and robustness(e.g. there should be suÆient bu�er time in the timetable to absorb delays).All of these desired harateristis an be inluded in one spei� timetableonly to a ertain extent; some of them are oniting, in whih ase a trade-o�between them has to be made.The �rst part of the objetive funtion is aimed at direting ertain ten-sions towards ertain values. Let Ao denote the subset of tensions that areinorporated into the objetive funtion. The objetive funtion will be thesum over funtions of the tensions in Ao. We de�ne a funtion fij(xij ) forevery (i; j) 2 Ao to represent the preferred values of the tension xij . Thefuntions fij will be linear or quadrati. In Figure 2 these two funtions areillustrated. In Figure 2.I the value in the middle of the window [lij ; uij ℄ ispreferred, in Figure 2.II the value lij is preferred. Both preferred values areassigned a funtion value of zero. Pratially, one an think of funtions thatreet a preferene for the middle of a frequeny window or the middle of asafety window (see example onstraints 4 and 5 in Appendix A), whih wouldresult in a funtion resembling Figure 2.I. Another possibility is a preferenefor minimal dwell and onnetion times (see example onstraints 2 and 3 inAppendix A), whih gives Figure 2.II. Linear funtions fij an be used for sit-uations in whih eah minute of deviation from the preferred value is equallyimportant. Quadrati funtions fij are onvenient for expressing passengers'pereptions of waiting: it is well known that eah additional minute of waitingis valued heavier than the previous one. Moreover, quadrati funtions anbe used to reate a di�erene between solutions that would yield the samesolution value when using linear funtions. With the funtions fij , the �rst
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I IIFig. 2. Linear and quadrati funtions fij(xij)part of the objetive funtion is expressed asMinimize X(i;j)2Ao fij(xij):Minimizing the number of trains needed to operate a timetable will be theseond objetive. Consider Figure 3, whih illustrates the outward and returntrip for a train, and the so-alled turn-around onstraints that tie these twotrips together. These last onstraints attah a time-window to the time thata train spends at a terminal station before exeuting its return trip. Suh atime-window is needed to lean the train, to shunt it, or to replae the rew.The task-yle [outward trip!turnaround waiting!return trip!turnaroundwaiting℄ is alled a rolling stok irulation yle, or just irulation yle.The q-variable for a irulation yle orresponds exatly to the number ofhours it takes a single train to exeute one irulation, assuming a planningyle time of one hour. Therefore, q equals the number of trains that will beneeded to exeute the part of the timetable orresponding to the irulationyle, sine every hour one train has to leave the origin node. Let Ct be theset of all suh irulation yles in the onstraint graph G. Minimizing thenumber of trains needed to operate a timetable an then be expressed asMinimizeX2Ct q:Note that more ompliated irulation strutures an be dealt with similarly,e.g. irulation strutures in whih a train exeutes several other trips beforereturning to the origin station of its initial outward trip.



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 11
Fig. 3. Rolling stok irulation yle in GThe following mixed integer non-linear program then de�nes the CRTP:Minimize � X(i;j)2Ao fij(xij) + �X2Ct qsubjet to X(i;j)2 ijxij = Tq 8 2 Cl � q � u 8 2 Clij � xij � uij 8(i; j) 2 Ax 2 Rm ; q 2 Zm�n+1 (9)

Here, � and � are weights for the two objetives. Of ourse, one an alsoassoiate weights with ertain train yles, or inorporate weights in thefuntions fij . Note that in this formulation, the set of train yles Ct mustbe part of the yle basis C. One an also onstrut a yle basis that doesnot ontain the train yles expliitly, and write the q-variables for the trainyles as linear ombinations of q-variables for yles in the yle basis.Theorem 2. The mixed integer non-linear program (9) an be transformedto a mixed integer linear program by replaing all quadrati funtions fij(xij )by linear approximations f 0ij that are exat for integer values of xij . Theresulting mixed integer linear program will have exatly the same optimalsolution and solution value as (9).Proof One the integer vetor q is �xed, the onstraint matrix for X beomesa yle-ar inidene matrix, and is therefore totally unimodular. This meansthat the polyhedron represented by X has integral verties only. The onlynon-linear part of (9) are quadrati funtions fij . If we approximate these bylinear funtions f 0ij that are exat for integer values of xij , the solution andsolution value of the approximated mixed integer linear program will be thesame as the solution and solution value of (9). �3.5 Linearizing Quadrati Objetive FuntionsWe an use Theorem 2 to linearize quadrati objetive funtions fij , andthereby formulate the CRTP as a pure mixed integer program. Consider



12 Leon Peeters, Leo Kroonthe quadrati funtion in Figure 2.II. For all integer values xij 2 [lij ; uij ℄,the quadrati funtion fij(xij ) = x2ij passes through the following points(xij ; fij(xij)) (lij + Æ; Æ2) Æ = 0; : : : ; uij � lij :The line through the onseutive points(lij + Æ; Æ2) and (lij + Æ + 1; (Æ + 1)2) Æ = 0; : : : ; uij � lij � 1:is desribed byy = a(Æ)xij + b(Æ) Æ = 0; : : : ; uij � lij � 1with 8<: a(Æ) = 2Æ + 1;b(Æ) = �Æ(Æ + 1)� (2Æ + 1)lij :We will linearize the quadrati funtion fij by introduing an auxiliary vari-able f 0ij . These variables are bounded from below as followsf 0ij � a(Æ)xij + b(Æ) Æ 2 �ij ; (10)with �ij = [0; : : : ; uij � lij�1℄. For the quadrati funtion in Figure 2.I boththe right and left half an be approximated similarly by linear equations.The above approximation yields the following mixed integer programmingformulation for the CRTPMinimize � X(i;j)2Ao f 0ij + �X2Ct qsubjet to X(i;j)2 ijxij = Tq 8 2 Cl � q � u 8 2 Clij � xij � uij 8(i; j) 2 Af 0ij � a(Æ)xij + b(Æ) 8(i; j) 2 Ao; Æ 2 �ijx 2 Rm ; q 2 Zm�n+1 (11)
Note that, in order to apply Theorem 2, the quadrati funtions fij mustbe approximated suh that the approximation is exat for every integer valuein the time window [lij ; uij ℄. For wide time windows, this will result in manylinear inequalities that bound the variables f 0ij from below. This in turn maylead to very large linear programming relaxations in a Branh&Bound pro-edure. A ompromise might then be to approximate the quadrati funtionssuh that the approximation is exat only for Æ = 0; : : : ; Æmax, and to approx-imate to remainder of fij by the last linear inequalityf 0ij � (2Æmax + 1)xij � Æmax(Æmax + 1)� (2Æmax + 1)lij :



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 133.6 Calulating a Cyle BasisConsider the following quantity, the so-alled width of a yle basis CW (C) =Y2C (u � l + 1) : (12)The width of a yle basis is an indiation of the size of the solution spae ofthe CRTP, sine it ounts the possible values of the vetor q. It is thereforelear that a good yle basis would be one with small W (C). However, on-struting a yle basis that minimizes W (C) is hard beause of the roundingin alulating u and l. We use a heuristi proposed by Nahtigall (1999) toonstrut a yle basis with small width. First, ompute a spanning tree thatis minimal with respet to the quantities wij = uij � lij +1, the width of thetime windows. Then, iteratively add a non-tree ar, whih generates a yle.Eah of the wide non-tree ars will therefore only appear in one yle. More-over, the part of a yle that is ontained in the tree will have a relativelysmall width. Therefore, the total width of the yle basis will hopefully besmall. A similar proedure was used by Sera�ni and Ukovih (1989) for theiralgorithm to solve PESPs.If we want to inlude rolling stok irulation yles into the objetivefuntion (see Setion 3.4), we proeed as follows in onstruting a so-alledirulation yle basis. For all ars orresponding to trip time onstraints,dwell time onstraints, and turn-around onstraints, we set wij = 0. Forall other ars, wij = uij � lij + 1 as before, and we iteratively add a non-tree ar as before. This way, all rolling stok irulation yles have widthzero, and will therefore be inluded in the yle basis. After all irulationyles have been added to the yle basis, the proedure omplements theyle basis with small width yles as in the previous proedure. Clearly, theirulation yle basis may be muh wider than the yle basis onstrutedby the heuristi, espeially for trains that stop frequently, resulting in manydwell time onstraints, and wide turn-around windows.4 PreproessingThe instanes that we use are obtained from the deision support systemDONS. The size of instanes an be redued drastially by applying prepro-essing. By deleting ars from G, we may also delete some yles, therebyreduing the number of integer variables, whih an onsiderably improvethe solution proess.Removing parallel onstraints. The DONS instanes typially ontainmany parallel onstraints, e.g. safety onstraints for trains that belong tothe same train series, and that are therefore already separated by theirfrequeny onstraints.



14 Leon Peeters, Leo KroonNodes with degree one or two. Nodes with degree one in the onstraintgraph an be deleted: they are no part of any yle, and the tension thatorresponds to the deleted ar an be alulated in a post-proessingphase. Nodes with degree two an be ontrated, i.e. their two adjaentars are merged into a single ar, the window of whih is the sum of theprevious two windows. Consider the following examplevj � vi 2 [lij ; uij ℄T ;vk � vj 2 [ljk ; ujk℄T :Here, node j is assumed to have degree two, so that the ars (i; j) and(j; k) an be merged. This ontrated ar then represents the onstraintvk � vi 2 [lij + ljk ; uij + ujk℄T :A ontrated ar an be expanded during post-proessing to alulatethe tensions for the two original ars. A ontration an however only beexeuted if (uij + ujk) mod T � (lij + ljk). Otherwise, the ontratedar represents two disjunt time windows. Consider the examplevj � vi 2 [20; 40℄60;vk � vj 2 [20; 40℄60;resulting in the merged onstraintvk � vi 2 [40; 80℄60 = [0; 20℄60 [ [40; 59℄60:The two disjunt windows may be modeled by two new parallel ars, butwe may then just as well not ontrat the two original ars.Removing subsequent safety onstraints. Consider the situation of twotrains, 1 and 2, running from station A to station B, and using the sametrak. Let the trip times along trak AB be r1 and r2 for train 1 and 2respetively, and denote the departure times from station A by v1 and v2.The arrival times at station B will then be (v1 + r1) and (v2 + r2). Uponleaving and entering a station, there should be a bu�er time between thetwo trains (see also example 5 in Appendix A). Pratially, this bu�ertime is often the same for both entering and leaving a station. Supposingthe idential bu�er times equal h, we get the following two onstraintsv2 � v1 2 [h; T � h℄T for leaving station A,(v2 + r2)� (v1 + r1) 2 [h; T � h℄T for entering station B,whih an be rewritten asv2 � v1 2 [h; T � h℄T for leaving station A,v2 � v1 2 [h; T � h℄T + (r1 � r2) for entering station B.



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 15If r1 = r2, learly one of the onstraints an be removed. If r1 6= r2, thenboth onstraints an be replaed by the following onstraintv2 � v1 2 [h; T � h℄T \ [h+ (r1 � r2); T � h+ (r1 � r2)℄T :Shrinking systems of trip time and safety onstraints. Consider thease where several trains, not neessarily belonging to the same series,use a ertain segment of railway trak. Suppose that these trains do notstop at eah station they pass. This means that we an ontrat their triptimes over the segment, under the ondition that the safety onstraintsare also adjusted. Suh a situation is illustrated in Figure 4, where the
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s  ''1  4Fig. 4. Shrinking a system of trip time and safety onstraintsnodes (1,2,3) orrespond to one train, and the nodes (4,5,6) to the other.The windows for all safety onstraints are assumed to be [h; T � h℄, andare denoted by s14; s25; s36. The ontration of the equality onstraints,respeting all safety bu�ers, an be done by moving the safety onstraintbetween the heads of two ars to the tails of the ars. For the trip ars (1,2)and (4,5) this means that s14 should be interseted with s25 + r12 � r45,giving s014 = s14 \ (s25 + r12 � r45):Note that this an also be seen as strengthening the window s14 by on-sidering the path 1-2-5-4. Repeating this proedure givess0014 = s014 \ (s36 + r12 + r23 � r45 � r56):Espeially for large subgraphs of this struture, involving several trainsand segments, the shrinking proedure onsiderably redues the numberof ars and, more importantly, the number of yles in the onstraintgraph.5 Computational ResultsThe model was tested on the Duth interity network for 1997/1998, as ob-tained from NS Travelers. We will �rst desribe the instane in more detail,then disuss the used objetive funtions, and onlude with an overview ofthe omputational results.



16 Leon Peeters, Leo Kroon5.1 The IC97 InstaneThe IC97 instane ontains all the interity trains in the Netherlands in thehourly pattern for the 1997/1998 timetable. The instane onsists of 50 sta-tions and 25 train lines. The yle time is one hour, i.e. T = 60. Although alltrains have frequeny one, many routes are visited by multiple train lines, andfrequeny onstraints between these di�erent lines are de�ned so as to havea half hour servie on the majority of the routes. Connetions are de�nedsuh that it is possible to travel with a good onnetion between any twointerity stations. The instane also ontains many onneting and dison-neting events between train lines, to model the situation where two trainsare onneted to travel a ommon part of their trips as one train. The ini-tial onstraint graph, as obtained from the DONS system, onsists of 1475nodes and 3394 ars. After applying the preproessing proedures of Setion4, the size of the onstraint graph is redued to 217 nodes and 586 ars.Consequently, a yle basis for the onstraint graph will ontain 370 yles.onnetion dwell turn-aroundinit [2; 5℄60 [1; 3℄60 [10; 40℄601 [2; 5℄60 [1; 5℄60 [10; 40℄602 [2; 8℄60 [1; 8℄60 [10; 40℄603 [2; 12℄60 [1; 11℄60 [10; 40℄604 [2; 5℄60 [1; 5℄60 [10; 59℄60Table 1. Variants of the IC97 instaneWe onsider four variants of the instane, see Table 1, that di�er in thewidth of the time windows for the three types of market onstraints: on-netion onstraints, dwell time onstraints, and turn-around onstraints. In-stane init is the initial instane, that turned out to be infeasible. In the�rst three variants, the widths of the onnetion and dwell time windows in-rease. The purpose of inreasing the width of these time windows is two-fold.Firstly, relaxing the market onstraints' time windows is what we propose asa possible solution for dealing with infeasible instanes. It is however notlear beforehand how large suh a relaxation should be. Studying these threevariants shows the results of small, middle and large relaxations. Seondly,it allows us to study what happens when the instanes beome harder, sinethe solution spae inreases. This issue is of ourse also related to the �rstpurpose. The fourth variant onsiders wide turn-around time windows. Notethat the lower bounds for the time windows remain the same for all variants.We assume that the lower bounds represent hard operational onstraints thatmay not be relaxed, i.e. they represent the absolute minimum time needed



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 17for the assoiated ativity. For all these variants the frequeny onstraintsare perfet; their time windows onsist of the singleton 30. We will also studyvariants, indiated by the letter F, for whih the frequeny time window isrelaxed to [25; 35℄60. For all variants, the headway time equals three minutes.5.2 Objetive FuntionsThe following objetive funtions were onsidered in our omputational ex-periments:L minimizing the sum of onnetion and dwell times by alinear objetive funtion,Q minimizing the sum of onnetion and dwell times by aquadrati objetive funtion,Ri maximizing robustness with Æmax = i,T minimizing the number of trains needed to operate thetimetable,TL ombination of C and L,TQ ombination of C and Q.For the objetive funtions L, Q, and R, the weight parameters are � = 1; � =0. For L and Q, the set Ao onsists of all onnetion and dwell time on-straints, that are penalized linearly and quadratially, respetively. Theseobjetive funtions aim at minimizing the travel time of passengers, sineeah minute above the absolute lower bound of a onnetion or dwell timewindow is time that a trains spends waiting at a station, and therefore addsto the total travel time of the passengers in it. For R, the set Ao onsists ofthe safety onstraints, and the deviation from the middle of the safety timewindows is penalized quadratially. The idea here is to push trains apart asmuh as possible, so that it beomes less likely that they onit with eahother in ase of delays. These onstraints typially have very wide time win-dows, e.g. for the IC97 instane [3; 57℄60. We will therefore onsider threevariants, that di�er in Æmax, the number of inequalities that are used to ap-proximate the quadrati objetive funtion. For the objetive funtion T theweight parameters are set to � = 0; � = 1, and a rolling stok irulationyle basis is used. Finally, for TL and TQ, the weight parameters are set to� = 0; � = 10; 000.5.3 Computational ResultsWe used the mixed integer programming solver of CPLEX 6.6 (ILOG CPLEXwebsite, 2000) to solve problem (11). The tables below ontain the omputa-tion times in seonds (time), the number of Branh&Bound nodes (nodes),the number of iterations required to solve the linear programming relaxations



18 Leon Peeters, Leo Kroon(iterations), and the optimal objetive value (zopt) for eah of the variants. Allomputations were done on a Pentium III 667 MHz with 128 Mb of memory.Eah line in the tables represents a ombination of an objetive funtionand a variant of the instane. For example, L1 means objetive funtionL for variant 1, Q33 means objetive Q with Æmax = 3 for variant 3, andCL4 objetive CL for variant 4. Whenever an F appears, the frequeny timewindows have been set to [25; 35℄60 instead of the default [30℄60.Table 2 ompares linear and quadrati objetive funtions. It is learthat linear objetive funtions result in faster omputation times, due tothe smaller size of the linear programming relaxations. However, a loserinspetion of the optimal solutions shows that quadrati objetive funtionsyield solutions in whih the deviations from the lower bound of the onnetionand dwell time windows are smaller. A nie ompromise is to approximatethe quadrati funtion only partially exatly, as is shown by omparing Q3,Q33, and Q37. Computation times derease, while the approximation error issmall. Finally, it an be onluded that the omputation times are aeptablefor pratial use. time (se) nodes iterations zoptL1 11.99 4564 17589 104L2 15.16 6502 21799 87L3 38.62 12442 29513 87LF1 15.91 2686 17866 93LF2 55.59 7844 95899 83LF3 229.34 37127 292591 83Q1 57.04 6146 62488 233Q2 71.34 6131 80531 225Q3 291.11 16968 189701 225Q33 105.43 13557 126376 199Q37 180.29 13360 145608 225QF1 83.21 5020 82013 199QF2 140.01 6484 135220 196QF3 438.05 18228 228780 196Table 2. Computational results for the IC97 instane: minimizing passenger traveltime.The results for maximizing the robustness of a timetable are plaed inTable 3. From these results it is lear that restriting the approximation of the



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 19quadrati funtions fij to low values of Æmax is essential for omputation timesto stay within reasonable limits. For R18, i.e. Æmax = 8, the IC97 instaneould not be solved within four hours. However, from a pratial point of viewthis restrited approximation is no problem. Indeed, with a headway time ofthree minutes, approximating exatly up to Æmax = 3 results in a timetablefor whih the approximation is exat up to twie the minimal required safetybu�er time, whih is more than adequate for pratial purposes.time (se) nodes iterations zoptR13 44.95 4530 56844 31R15 599.12 42187 618784 159R18 *Table 3. Computational results for the IC97 instane: maximizing robustness.*11% gap after 4 hrs of omputing.Table 4 shows the results for minimizing the number of trains neededto operate a timetable, possibly in ombination with minimizing passengers'travel time. In all solutions, 65 trains are needed to operate the timetable.Note that the atual number of trains needed is larger, sine we did notinlude international trains and some other speial ases into the objetivefuntion. The omputation times are again very aeptable, although a lotof extra time is needed for TL1 and TQ1 in omparison to L1 and Q1. This isbeause the yle bases are muh wider when we are minimizing the numberof trains, sine they must ontain the quite wide irulation yles. Also,omputation times inrease when relaxing the turn-around time windowsfrom variant 1 to variant 4, but this also results in a derease in the totalpassenger travel time. time (se) nodes iterations zoptT1 30.33 5593 26413 65000TL1 83.12 13165 51711 65127TQ1 81.9 6578 83438 65295T4 61.75 12641 81644 65000TL4 52.02 10440 35892 65091TQ4 53.18 3994 61014 65219Table 4. Computational results for the IC97 instane: minimizing train usageombined with minimizing passenger waiting time.



20 Leon Peeters, Leo KroonFinally, Table 5 illustrates the importane of hoosing a good yle basis.The �rst three lines of the table are the same as the orresponding linesin Table 2, the last three lines represent the same objetive funtion andvariant as the �rst three, only based on the muh wider train irulationyle bases (the subsript  stands for irulation). From the table it is learthat omputation times inrease drastially when using the train yle bases.Quite remarkable is the fator four di�erene in omputation time betweenQ1 in Table 5, and TQ1 in Table 4. Both onsider variant 1 and objetiveQ, but the latter one also inludes objetive T. Apparently, the inlusion ofminimization of the number of trains in the objetive leads to a muh fastersolution proess. time (se) nodes iterations zoptQ1 57.04 6146 62488 233Q2 71.34 6131 80531 225Q3 291.11 16968 189701 225Q1 342.38 28655 281537 233Q2 741.43 52153 589643 225Q3 968.18 45306 532134 225Table 5. Computational results for the IC97 instane: omparing yle bases.The infeasibility of the initial variant init is found within a fration of aseond in CPLEX's presolve phase, regardless of the used objetive funtion.The tables show that the penalized relaxation of the onstraints o�ers a quiteadequate tool for reating a timetable that minimally violates the initialonstraints. With respet to the aspet of omputing an optimal timetable,it is interesting to remark that for most variants of the IC97 instane, upto four or �ve integer feasible solutions are found during the Branh&Boundproess, where the value of the �rst found integer solution an be about 3to 4 times worse than the optimal integer solution. Clearly, a lot might bemissed when one just searhes for a feasible solution.6 Conlusions and Further ResearhThe yle based model for the CRTP seems to work quite well on this sampleof test instanes. Solving the model yields timetables that have a onsider-ably better objetive value than other, merely feasible, solutions that mightbe found by CADANS. However, CADANS �nds a feasible timetable (for therelaxed variants) within a omputation time varying from 5 to 15 seonds,whih is faster than our optimization model needs. Moreover, the presented



Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 21model provides an easy and e�etive onept for dealing with infeasible in-stanes. An important fator to make the method work well is the appliationof the preproessing proedures desribed in Setion 4. Without these proe-dures, omputation times an easily inrease to up to several hours.Obviously, the IC97 instane and its variants presented here do not give afull view of the performane of the model on general CRTP's. A �rst diretionfor further researh is therefore to test the model on other, more ompliatedinstanes. A seond diretion of researh is to derive more general ases forwhih shrinking of the onstraint graph is possible. One idea is to also on-trat dwell time onstraints, viewing the result as a train with a variable,instead of a �xed, trip time. Under ertain onditions, whih are desribedin Kroon and Peeters (1999), safety onstraints involving only the departureand arrival surrounding suh a variable trip time are neessary and suÆientto meet all safety restritions along the route. Other diretions of researhinlude the investigation of methods to onstrut a good, maybe even opti-mal yle basis, and the inorporation of the lasses of valid inequalities byNahtigall (1999) into the model. Finally, it is not our intention to start fromsrath in onstruting a timetable, without using the very well performingCADANS algorithm. We therefore want to investigate how to use the knowl-edge presented in this paper to improve the pratial use of CADANS andDONS.AknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank both referees for their useful omments. Thisresearh is sponsored by Railned and NS Travelers as a part of the DONSresearh and development projet.
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Cyle Based Optimization for Railway Timetabling 23A Example ConstraintsThis appendix presents some representative examples of pratial railwaytimetable onstraints. To improve the larity of these examples, we will usethe variable d for departure times and a for arrival times. The examples beloware illustrated in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of example onstraintsExample 1. Trip time onstraint.Interity train A runs from Rotterdam to Utreht, whih takes 30 minutes.We have aA;Utreht � dA;Rotterdam = [30℄T :Example 2. Dwell time onstraint.Suppose that upon arrival in Utreht, train A has to stop between 1 and 3minutes for the boarding and alighting of passengers. This givesdA;Utreht � aA;Utreht 2 [1; 3℄T :Example 3. Connetion onstraint.Next, suppose that train B leaves from Utreht for Amsterdam, and thatsome passengers of train A want to transfer to train B in Utreht. TrainB should leave between 2 and 5 minutes after train A arrives, so that thepassengers have enough time to transfer. We then havedB;Utreht � aA;Utreht 2 [2; 5℄T :Example 4. Frequeny onstraint.Now let train B belong to some train series with frequeny 2 (twie per hour),and suppose we want to have a exibility of (plus or minus) 2 minutes in thisfrequeny. Let train C be the other train in this series. Sine twie per hourmeans that a train should leave every 30 minutes, and taking into aountthe 2 minutes exibility, we obtaindC;Utreht � dB;Utreht 2 [28; 32℄T :



24 Leon Peeters, Leo KroonExample 5. Safety onstraint.Finally, suppose that train D is a Stoptrain, running from Rotterdam toUtreht, and using the same trak as train A. If train A leaves Rotterdam,then train D should not leave Rotterdam in the following 3 minutes, and vieversa.This yields the following two onstraintsdD;Rotterdam�dA;Rotterdam =2 [0; 3)T and dA;Rotterdam�dD;Rotterdam =2 [0; 3)T ;whih together givedD;Rotterdam � dA;Rotterdam =2 (�3; 3)T :Beause of the yli nature of the timetable, this is the same asdD;Rotterdam � dA;Rotterdam 2 [3; 57℄Tsine the omplement of the interval (�3; 3)T is [3;�3℄T , and [3;�3℄T =[3; 57℄T , assuming that the yle time equals 60 minutes.


